
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Dear Trader &Investor: 

First of all, I would like to THANK YOU for your acceptance of my automated investing system 

information package. I know with great certainty that the framework of the trading strategies, 

techniques and money management contained within the AlgoTrades system will enable you to 

become a more consistent and successful investor.  

Please understand that I am always available should you require any assistance. Although 

AlgoTrades is automated and 100% hands-free, our team and myself strive to provide the best 

customer support in the industry to be sure all your questions are answered.  

AlgoTrades Package Contents: 

 About The Founder 
 Letters Of Recommendations 

 Rick Deleff 

 Satish Bhave 
 NikeshSimha 

 Client Testimonials 
 Trading System Description 

 Strategies & Design 

 System Performance 

 Educational Videos 

 Frequently Asked Questions 

 AlgoTrades In The Media 

 Social Proof of Founder 
 Important Press Releases 

 AlgoTradesLevels the Playing Field Between Hedge Funds and Individuals 
 AlgoTrades Receives TOS Certification 

 AlgoTrades&EquaMetrics Announce Strategic Equity Partnership 
 

Long term relationships are important to me. I want this to be a great investment for you, and 

the most client friendly experience you’ll ever have.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

 



 

CHRIS VERMEULEN - FOUNDER 

Chris Vermeulen, founder of AlgoTrades Systems., is an internationally 

recognized market technical analyst and trader. Involved in the 
markets since 1997. 

 
Chris’ mission is to help his clients boost their investment performance 
while reducing market exposure and portfolio volatility. 

 
Chris is also the founder and CEO of Technical Traders Ltd., a financial 

education and investment firm. Chris is responsible for managing his 
team of research analysts and creation of its newsletter publications. 
 

Through years of research, trading and helping thousands of individual 
investors around the world. He designed an automated algorithmic 

trading system for the S&P 500 index which solves his client’s biggest 
problem related to investing in the stock market: the ability to profit in both a rising and falling 
market. 

 
AlgoTrades’ automated trading systems allows individuals to invest using either exchange traded 

funds or the ES mini futures contracts. It is supported by many leading brokerage firms 
including: OEC OpenECry, The Fox Group, Dorman Trading, Vision Financial 

 
He is the author of the popular book “Technical Trading Mastery – 7 
Steps To Win With Logic”. He has also been featured on the cover of 

AmalgaTrader Magazine, Futures Magazine, The Street, Trader 
Interview, Kitco, Financial Sense, Dick Davis Investment Digest and 

dozens of other financial websites. His list of personal and professional 
relationships approaches 25,000, people with whom he connects and 
shares is market insight with out of his passion for trading. 

 
Chris graduatedfrom Seneca College where he specialized in business 

operations management. 
 
Chris enjoys boating, kiteboarding, mountain biking, fishing and has his 

ultralight pilots license. He resides in the Toronto area with his wife 
Kristen and two children. 

 

 
 

 

http://www.algotrades.net/technical-trading-mastery-7-steps-win-logic/
http://www.algotrades.net/technical-trading-mastery-7-steps-win-logic/


 

 

Letter of Recommendation – Rick Deleff 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In March 2014 I set up an account to invest using the futures auto trading system developed by 

Chris Vermeulen.   

I didn’t have the time or the knowledge to do this type of investing and achieve the type of 

consistent results that I believe can be achieved utilizing these automated investing techniques.  

I previously utilized an option trading system that also had risk management rules and trading 

rules established.  I even allowed an experienced broker to do the trades for me based on his 9 

years of experience.  The result was mismanaged trades that didn’t follow the established rules.  

There still needed to be an individual to pull the trigger on all the trades.  The result was a loss 

of money after almost 4 years.  I then continued my search for a better way. 

With the AlgoTrades system there are no people involved in making the trades once the system 

is tied to the brokerage account.  Once I saw the extensive back testing done on this system and 

also read the Technical Trading Mastery book to learn more about Chris and his investing 

philosophy and extensive experience I set up an account and began trading.  So far it has met 

my expectations. 

Having a degree in electrical engineering, I had a 17 year career designing automated control 

systems.  Once a system is designed properly you just lock up the cabinet, leave the room and 

let the system work.  This is exactly what Chris has done with the different investing platforms.  

I believe this will give me as a small investor the same odds to achieve high investment returns 

as the large institutional investors with very little of my time.  I would highly recommend anyone 

with the minimum capital requirements give the AlgoTradies System strong consideration. 

 

Regards 

Rick Deleff 

Wisconsin,USA 

 

 

 



 

 

Letter of Recommendation – Satish Bhave 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I have been one of the pioneering subscribers to AlgoTrades auto-trading system since its 

introduction and I am happy to say that it has, so far, performed above my expectations. Before 

that, I have been doing my own investments for few years and I have been facing challenges… 

1)      Being a working professional, it’s always a challenge to find time to read and track so 

many investment options and then study the charts / price actions etc. to make wise decisions. 

2)      Being in Asia, there is always time zone problem and it’s usually very late when the 

markets are trading at their peaks to make right decisions. 

3)      Once you make trading decisions, it’s very difficult to control your emotions and many 

times I have cut my position in profit early while letting large losses run. 

4)      Any investment decision needs to protect you capital well and many times your personal 

judgment runs against it. 

So, I was looking for a solution to overcome these issues and that’s when Chris introduced 

AlgoTrades and I jumped into it. He has proven that his system takes care of all above issues. 

One of the key aspects I like of Chris’ trading philosophy is about safety of capital and how he 

always tries to protect it and not go after risky trades while still delivering a handsome return on 

your capital. 

I hope AlgoTrade system continues to grow my portfolio and I hope Chris looks at introducing 

more such systems dealing in forex / commodities etc. that will benefit us. Wishing all the best 

to AlgoTrades and Chris and looking forward to prosperous growth and relationship. 

 

All the best! 

Satish Bhave 

Asia 

 

 

 



 

 

Letter of Recommendation – Nikesh Simha 

 

I am writing this short letter of recommendation for Chris Vermeulen and his AlgoTrades 

Automated Investing System to highlight his personal and professional excellence and the 

system’sgreat trading record so far. 

I have been a subscriber to the AlgoTrades automated investing systems for a very short time 

now – just over a month. I have been extremely satisfied by the system performance and 

Chris’s professionalism.  As you can imagine, I was very hesitant at first and I called the 

customer service number to speak to someone in person. I got through to Chris himself, and he 

explained how the system works, the things that are integral in the system to keep risk at a 

minimum and he answered all my questions.   

So far the system has performed as advertised and I hope it performs as well in down markets 

too. The feature that drew me to his system was the hypothetical performance it has achieved in 

bear markets. 

I whole heartedly recommend Chris and his trading system for part of your portfolio. 

 

Sincerely  

NikeshSimha 

Coppell , TX 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Client Testimonials 

 

"The only work I have to do is to setup the account.  Once it is done, AlgoTrades took over and 

started making money for me.  Sometimes small gains and sometimes big gains but always 

making money on each trade.  I have tried many investment service and newsletters in the past, 

this is the best investment service for me, because it is completely hands-free and consistently 

making money for me." 

Jason Dai, Toronto, Canada 

 

 

“It’s so hard to know what’s for real and what isn’t. Chris Vermeulen’sAlgoTrades automated 

investing system is for real. I’m seeing it work in real-time, in my real account, right now.” 

Sheldon Krasner, Boca Raton, Florida, USA 

 

 

“I am very happy since joining the AlgoTrades. I was a bit apprehensive in investing in the USA 

from Australia but I wanted to diversify and this is working well. I missed a big winner that 

would have been a 5% gain on my portfolio but they have all been positive and at present after 

4 months I am up 8.5%.  

 

The good thing is there are only a few trades every few weeks and this combines well with my 

other trading in Australia. The account seems to be quite independent from yourself which is 

added security and I look forward to continuing our success together in the long term. Every 

trading day I get an end of day summary which also is reassuring.” 

Julie Moloney, Australia 

 

 

 

 



 

Trading System Description 

Market Traded: S&P500 ES Mini Futures 
 
Strategy Type: Swing/Investing 

 
Max Risk Per Trade: (Approx. $4500) 

 
Max Potential Drawdown: (Approx. 20%) 
 

Capital Requirement: $35k- $300k USD 
 

Average Annual ROI: 35% 
 
System Fee: Annual. $3997 

 
 
Algorithmic Trading Strategies – Why Investors Choose AlgoTrades 

Our algorithmic trading strategies are designed to provide diversification to your portfolio by 
trading the S&P 500 index through the use of exchange traded funds or the ES mini futures 

contact. Applying trend-following, counter-trend trading, and range bounce cycle based 
strategies we provide a systematic, highly automated trading decision process that we believe 

has the potential to provide consistent returns for our clients.*  
 
We offer a three-in-one investing system where all of our algorithmic strategies are 

automatically traded within your brokerage account. 

 
Our Algorithmic Trading Strategies:* 
1. Short term momentum shifts between 

overbought and oversold market conditions are 
traded using long and short positions creating 

potential profit making opportunities in either 
market direction. 
 

2. Trend following takes advantage of extended 
multi month price movements in either direction up 

or down. 
 
3. Cyclical trading provides potential profit making 

opportunities during a range bound sideways 
market. Some of the largest gains happen during 

choppy market conditions with this strategy.** 

 

 



 

Trading Strategies & Design 

What AlgoTrades Is – AlgoTrades is an all-in-one trading system that combines these 
unique algorithmic trading strategies to make one complete system. AlgoTrades is diversified in 

two ways; it trades an index of the largest 500 corporations covering the top ten market sectors. 
And because the system trades three unique strategies you have the added stability of different 

trading styles and positions which vary in length from two – to 90 days. 
 
Value Added With Algorithmic Trading Strategies 

AlgoTrades seeks to add value by maximizing return efficiency, a statistical measurement of 
performance. We attempt to add value through consistent performance, regardless of the 

current market condition or trend. Our intricate risk management rules and system provide 
peace of mind to investors, low portfolio volatility and a low correlation to stock market 
returns.** 

 
We believe riding the stock market roller coaster and watching your portfolio fall with the 

financial market can now be avoided through the use of our algorithmic trading strategies.** 
 

The values we provide to our investors include state-of-the-art research, properly managed 
positions, high transparency levels and an overall peace of mind that their money is working 
hard for them so they can reach their financial goals.** 

 
What Our Algorithmic Trading Strategies Are Not 

Our algorithmic trading strategies are not market-neutral, meaning we do not hedge our position 
because we seek to profit from the stock market. Instead, our trades are directional and 
typically in the direction of the major trend, whether price is moving up, down or sideways. 

 
Investing with AlgoTrades carries the risk of loss as does with all investments.  

 
However, we are very conscious and aware of the importance of controlling risk, and believe that 
trading using our algorithmic trading strategies and automated approach successfully manages 

risk while seeking attractive returns. 
 

Our Algorithmic Trading Strategies – Description & Philosophy 
We believe the AlgoTrades algorithmic trading system is everything an investor wants and needs 
to generate consistent long term growth and income.** 

 
Our unique proprietary tools and algorithms allow us to take advantage of opportunities, 

regardless of the market’s direction (up, down, or sideways). AlgoTrades’ advanced filters 
monitor the market on a tick by tick basis evaluating each entry, profit or loss, and stop 
placement level in real-time, so you don’t have to. 

 
 

 



 

Trading Strategies & Design 

What We Trade: 
The system trades the ES mini futures contract with both long and short positions or it can trade 

leveraged exchange traded funds. Trades are typically held for ten days, and the system 
generates an average of 36 trades per year in total. 

 
AlgoTrades’ number one priority following the execution of a position is to maximize profits and 
reduce risk. Initial protective stops are 3% or less from the entry price on the futures contract. 

 
 

Position Management Used 
Our dynamic position management system actively trims and adds contracts during overbought 
and oversold market conditions. Multiple partial legs can be open at the same time. Part of our 

strategy which is designed to maximize profits during strong trends, means that recent winning 
trades (legs) will still have a partial position open with an oversized gain. 

 
 

Account Size Needed 
Minimum trading account required for all trades to be executed by the system is a $35,000 
margin account. The strategy trades in blocks of three contracts per leg. Each position is broken 

into thirds (1 contract), which provides a quick partial profit making opportunity, and 
opportunity to earn a larger gain on another third and the last third allows us to utilize a runner 

trade (partial position) for trends that continue for an extended period of time.** 
 
Depending on the market analysis generated by AlgoTrades System when running live real-time 

data, position size may vary from 1-3 contracts per trade to help manage risk during highly 
volatile market conditions. Note that back testing results are based on a full position size of 3 

contracts per trade. 
 
The market does not always provide quality trading opportunities, thus, the system may not 

trigger any trades for 30+ days, but this rarely happens. During repeated trend reversals that 
take place within a few months, we have seen AlgoTrades take up to seven months before a new 

high water line (new trading account high) has been reached. While the system does 
exceptionally well during choppy market markets, each time there is trend reversal the last 
trade entered will be a losing trade. This is typical with virtually all trading strategies and is part 

of trading.* 
 

Trend reversals is when the majority of losing trades will take place. The most recent position 
entered is likely to have all three contracts open, which means that the losing trade will be 
holding three futures contracts. Losses can be higher than $4500 per trade. This should be 

expected. Keep in mind the average loss per trade is $1,500. 
 

 



 

Automated Investing System Requirements, Description & Design 

 
NOTE – ALGORITHMIC TRADING STRATEGY: 

It is very important to know that AlgoTrades is a trading system. Your outlook and performance 
should be based on annual growth. Each year the stock market typically has a sweet spot where 

80% of the gains will be generated within a few months so commitment to the system is 
important for long term success. 
 

This methodology was created in 2007 and during the last two years has been converted to an 
automated system. Thus, after a seven year period of extensive backtesting, manual reviewing 

of each trade and position adjusting, AlgoTrades is now available for individual investors to help 
level the playing field with the pros, hedge funds and private equity firms on Wall Street.* 
 

Our algorithmic trading strategies use several data points to power decision making and trades. 
We believe the use of proper cycles, volume ratios, trends, volatility, market sentiment, and 

pattern recognition puts the probability in our favor. AlgoTrades uses three algorithmic trading 
strategies and it identifies the best strategy for the current market condition. Then, it 

automatically trades for you. Trades are entered as a limit or market order depending on the 
current algorithmic strategy running. We believe this approach ensures the best possible price 
and performance possible.** 

 
 

IMPORANT ALGORITHMIC TRADING STRATEGY FEATURE & BENEFIT:  
Our system will automatically close out any open positions, about to expire, and then re-enter 
the new front month contract. This eliminated the need to monitor the number of days, hours, or 

minutes remaining to expiration in a particular futures position. 
 

 
For More Information Visit: www.AlgoTrades.net 
 

 
*No representation is being made that utilizing the algorithm will result in profitable trading or be free of 

risk of loss.  There is a substantial risk of loss associated with futures trading and exchange traded funds. 

 

** These results are based on simulated or hypothetical performance results that have certain inherent 

limitations. Unlike the results shown in an actual performance record, these results do not represent 

actual trading. Also, because these trades have not actually been executed, these results may have 

under-or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. 

Simulated or hypothetical trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed 

with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve 

profits or losses similar to these being shown. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.algotrades.net/


 

AlgoTrades Characteristics You Must Understand 

AlgoTrades was designed to maximize gains during choppy/sideways market conditions, and 

bear markets. What this means, and what you will see on the bar chart below is that the 

AlgoTrades system outperformed the S&P 500 during higher volatility years being 2007, 2008, 

2010, 2011, and 2012. 

But AlgoTrades has a natural tendency to slightly under perform during strong markets. We 

consider a strong market when the market has a series of runaway rallies. A runaway rally is 

when price continues to rise day after day without any 3-5 day pauses or pullbacks.  

Because this system buys into weakness during an up trending market, if there are not any 

waves of selling (weakness) then it tends to miss most of the rallies. 

The goal of AlgoTrades is to generate positive returns every year and do exceptionally well 

during market volatility and bear markets, which is when most investors and likely your long 

term investments are losing value. 

 

 



 

 



 

 

Educational Videos 

 

 

 

 

 

http://youtu.be/4uBUj_0_c0c?list=UUenLy4V5NgxEz7pwosA9hiw
http://www.algotrades.net/algorithmic-trading-strategies/


 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

What is AlgoTrades System? 

It is a 100% automated trading algorithm that deploys multiple trading strategies to trade the 

S&P500 index. AlgoTrades Automated Trading System enters and exits trades, manages your 

stops and profit targets automatically, 100% hands-free.  

Who Is It for? 

AlgoTrades is for anyone who wants their money professionally traded for them and does not 

want to follow or manage positions. A subscription to AlgoTrades-Futures allows you to have up 

to $300,000 traded per account with a single subscription fee. 

How Much Capital Is Required? 

A minimum investment of $35,000 for all trades to be properly managed for maximum returns. 

But we do recommend $50,000 to cover margin requirements during times of high volatility 

when the exchange raise the margin requirements. 

What Does it Trade? 

Our system only trades the S&P500 index through the use of e-mini futures contracts.  

Why Do I need AlgoTrades? 

If you’re trading, investment or retirement account has not seen substantial growth during both 

rising and falling markets then AlgoTrades automated trading is the solution for consistent gains, 

no matter the market direction.  

Can I Make Money In a Falling Market? 

Yes, Algotrades uses nine trading strategies and several allow it to profit during a falling market 

(bear market). This is done through the use of short selling. 

What Is Your Guarantee? 

We provide you with a 100% satisfaction guarantee. After 12 months of using AlgoTrades if you 

have allocated the minimum of capital required by the system, do not alter any trades, and if 

your account has not produced a 10% or greater return on your money we will extend your 

subscription by six months to be sure you profit from our automated trading system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Frequently Asked Questions – Continued 

 

How Much Does AlgoTrades Cost? 

Access to the system is $3,997 annually. 

Do I Need Any Futures Trading Experience? 

No, our automated trading system connects with your trading account and AlgoTrades will do all 

the trading and investing for you.  

Do I Need Leave My Current Advisor or Broker? 

No, The AlgoTrades system should be viewed as a diversification investment. The golden rule for 

investing is to never put all your money into one basket (investment). 

Only a portion of your investment capital should be used with any investment strategy. So you 

can keep the majority of your capital with your current advisor and broker while having the 

AlgoTrades trading a portion of it with the brokerage firm that supports our system. 

What Broker Do I Need To Open An Account With? 

THE FOX GROUP (manages all our Futures Accounts with these clearing firms) 

Contact The Fox Group if you have any questions about this process: (312) 756-0945 

Open E-Cry (OEC): Clients in the U. S. and Overseas. Open Account: CLICK HERE 

InteractiveBrokers: All Canadian residents please call us for account setup detais. 

How Long Will It Take To See Results? 

AlgoTrades focuses on trading the most active cycles and trends. These cycles and trends 

fluctuate in length each year, and as a result it may take up to seven or more months for your 

account to start showing returns similar to the returns seen in our historical performance. 

AlgoTrades should be viewed and used as an annual investment. 

What Happens If There Is Another Flash Crash (Market Crash)? 

Our trading system is only active in the markets a small amount of the time. So the odds favor 

that we will not have our money in the market during that time. But if it were to happen, our 

system and broker has built in precautions to limit exposure and risk. All trades automatically 

have the protective stop loss orders running after being executed. This means if the price starts 

to move against us, our liquidating orders will be in place and our trade will be exited. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.openecry.com/ibportal/Pages/apply.cfm?WLID=194&SCodeID=1292


 

In The Media 

AlgoTrades:: Interviews, Magazines, Radio, Podcasts, Publications, Video, Press Releases 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

And More… 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Announcing the Launch of AlgoTrades.net Automated Trading 

System Which Levels the Playing Field between Hedge Funds and 

Individual Investor 
 

AlgoTrades.net automated trading system identifies investment opportunities and manages each 

trade automatically for its clients. This low frequency trading system has traders scratching their 

head. 

 
Collingwood, Ontario (PRWEB) March 20, 2014AlgoTrades.net is proud to announce the 
launch of its algorithmic trading system, a 100% automated trading system that uses several 

professional trading strategies to trade the S&P 500. Setting up an account takes a matter of 
minutes for those who have an account with one of the brokerage firms the system works with. 

AlgoTrades is intended for all investors; the new investor looking to make a first investment or 

the seasoned investor who has been trading for decades. It requires absolutely no work on the 
investor’s part. All trades are executed automatically. Also, AlgoTrades adjusts protective stops 

and profit targets on it own. AlgoTrades uses advanced filters to monitor the market on a tick-
by-tick basis carefully evaluating each entry, profit or loss, or stop placement level in real time. 
All of this analysis is done automatically, in the blink of an eye, so their clients can focus on the 

more important things in life. 
 

AlgoTrades is the result of years of work creating a methodology that works before being 
converted in to an automated trading system. After seven years, AlgoTrades is now available to 
individual investors to give them a competitive edge on Wall Street against pros, private equity 

firms, and hedge funds. Effective in rising, falling and even sideways market conditions, 
AlgoTrades can improve profitability while reducing portfolio volatility. 

 
AlgoTrades was developed by Chris Vermeulen using 
several data points to power the decision making and 

trading processes. There are three main algorithmic trading 
strategies incorporated in the system and the algorithmic 

trading system identifies the best strategy for the current 
market environment. This gives the smart investor the 
chance to get the best possible price and performance. 

 
Vermeulen states, “I prefer to help and work with fellow traders like myself and I like to support 

the underdog.” 
 

For further information about the creation of AlgoTrades visit http://www.AlgoTrades.net 
 
 

http://www.algotrades.net/


AlgoTrades Algorithmic Trading System Receives TOS 

Certification 

This algorithmic trading system company, offers investors an unique 

opportunity to participate in a low frequency trading systems “LFT,” for a 

100% hands free investing experience which is now TOS certified. 

AlgoTrades Algorithmic Trading System Receives TOS Certification Collingwood, Canada, May 22, 

2014 --(PR.com)-- The AlgoTrades algorithmic trading system has been a huge success among 

individual investors because they can get a piece of the action that until recently only hedge 

funds, private equity firms, and the wealthy has had access to. The firm said today that its 

algorithmic trading system has earned the TOS certification (Trades Own System) from 

Collective2. This well-respected third party company tracks automated trading systems, their 

performance and even knows if the creator of a system is trading the system with their own 

capital. 

Collective2 which is a certification company that tracks over 75,000 registered algorithmic 

traders and 323 active futures trading systems has given AlgoTrades the TOS certification. Only 

4 futures systems have earned the TOS certification out of the 323 systems available on the 

market today. 

“Collective2 is the leader in the algorithmic trading system industry and AlgoTrades is striving to 

become the leader in algorithmic trading systems for individual investors,” stated Chris 

Vermeulen, AlgoTrades CEO. 

The investment strategy has been traded manually by the creator Chris Vermeulen for the past 

seven years and was converted into an automated investing system in 2013. It invests in the 

S&P 500 index futures known as the ES Mini. 

Usually the automated investing system keeps the client’s investment capital in cash. The high 

probability trading strategies used are geared toward minimizing market exposure and taking 

positions only when a high probability of winning has been identified. 

“This is an automated algorithmic investing system that provides investors with an opportunity 

to invest alongside the founder, capitalizing on my entrepreneurial investment approach, trading 

strategies, money management skills and experience,” stated Chris Vermeulen. 

AlgoTrades charges a fee of $2,499 for access to the automatic investing system. $35,000 

minimum investment capital is required. 

About Technical Traders Ltd.: AlgoTrades Systems, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Technical Traders Ltd., was established in 2008 and offers a range of investment and trade alert 

newsletters. 

This company, offers investors an unique opportunity to participate with a leader in the 

algorithmic trading systems though its low frequency trading systems “LFT,” and for a 100% 

hands free investing experience. 

PR.com Press Release Distribution 

 



 
AlgoTrades Systems and EquaMetrics Announce Strategic Equity Partnership 

Technology leaders specializing in automated trading systems collaborate to advance the 

adoption of systems trading for individual investors. 

COLLINGWOOD, Ontario, Jun 27, 2014 - AlgoTrades, the leading provider of automatic investing 

systems for individual investors, and EquaMetrics Inc., the leading provider of algorithmic 

trading systems and their Intuitive, drag-and-drop interface that lets you quickly build and edit 

complex algorithms – in a matter of minutes, today announced a strategic partnership that will 

arm both active traders and investors with the ability to have the AlgoTrades investing system 

traded for them, and build trading systems of their own. AlgoTrades systems will partner with 

EquaMetrics to provide its automated futures trading system on the RIZM EquaMetrics 

ecosystem platform. 

AlgoTrades has taken a clear direction by investing in EquaMetrics private equity placement. 

More investors are needed before RIZM closes their investment funding to the general public. 

Design, Optimize & Execute with RIZM: http://info.equametrics.com/thetechnicaltraders 

"There is going to be a paradigm shift from financial advisors to algorithmic trading systems in 

the next 5 years. EquaMetrics has the most innovative, visual design language solutions I've 

seen where traders of any skill can develop complex trading systems without any programming 

skills. 

AlgoTrades plans to develop it's existing automated trading solutions into the RIZM technology 

over the next 12 months as well as develop new, more advanced, intraday trading systems for 

use with RIZM. Together we are building bridges that will allow our clients to be more successful. 

Algotrades is seeing increased demand for it's existing automated trading systems. The 

Algotrades futures system is hitting at 100% accuracy for the first 6 months of this year with a 

ROI of 12.3% to date. Max peak-to-valley drawdown is 2.4% and many of our clients are asking 

for more diverse and active automated trading solutions to expand their portfolios. 

AlgoTrades strength is having knowledge and skills already established with regards to 

developing advanced automated trading strategies and deploying them in a real-world 

environment. EquaMetrics strength is in building a dynamic and sound infrastructure for 

developing and running automated trading solutions. It is a simple fit that AlgoTrades would 

view the success of EquaMetrics as a dynamic leap forward with regards to AlgoTrades abilities 

to deploy more advanced automated trading systems within RIZM. "stated Chris Vermeulen, 

CEO & Founder. 

 

Copyright (C) 2014 GlobeNewswire, Inc. All rights reserved. 

http://info.equametrics.com/thetechnicaltraders


 
 

 


